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1 Introduction
Laser radar, LIDAR (light detection and ranging) or LADAR
(laser detection and ranging) systems, the latter term being
preferred, offer some advantages over conventional radar sys-
tems. These advantages are characteristic of the shorter-
wavelength radiation emitted by the ladar source. For ex-
ample, due to the ability to Q-switch lasers, extremely short
pulse widths can be achieved and thus highly accurate range
measurements are possible.' Also, because the angular di-
vergence of a transmitted beam as it propagates in space is
directly proportional to its wavelength, short-wavelength la-
dar systems are capable of making highly accurate angular
measurements.2

Ladar does, however, have some disadvantages when
compared to conventional radar. For example, microwave
sources are much more power-efficient than ladar sources,
the efficiency of a ladar source3 (i.e., optical power out di-
vided by electrical power in) ranging from less than 1% up
to about 30%. Secondly, as the source wavelength gets shorter
and approaches the size of atmospheric particles, a greater
percentage of the transmitted power may be adversely af-

Abstract. A theoretical performance analysis of a heterodyne ladar sys-
tern incorporating a single-rnode fiber receiver has been perforrned. For
our purposes, the perforrnance parameters of interest are the coupling
and mixing efficiency of the ladar receiver, as they relate to the overall
system carrier-to-noise ratio. For a receiver incorporating a single-mode
fiber mixer, the received and local-oscillator fields are matched both spa-
tially and temporally at the detector, yielding 100% mixing efficiency. We
have therefore focused our efforts on determining an expression for the
efficiency with which a diffuse return from a purely speckle target can
be coupled into the receiving leg of a monostatic, untruncated cw ladar
system. Through numerical analysis, the expected coupling efficiency for
a ladar system with negligible truncation of the transmit beam has been
determined to be 30.6%.

mosphere, a ladar system must be able to detect weak signals.
Often a coherent detection scheme (as opposed to a direct
detection scheme) is used in applications where accurate
range and velocity measurements are required because of the
high receiver sensitivities that are obtainable. In a heterodyne
receiver, the frequency of the signal returning from a distant
target is compared with the frequency of a reference, or local-
oscillator, signal on detection. The difference in frequency
between the two signals is referred to as the intermediate
frequency (IF); from it, the desired target information is then
extracted. If the coherent receiver is operated so that the local-
oscillator shot noise dominates over all other noises, near-
quantum-limit receiver sensitivities are possible.5

A defining parameter for the performance of a ladar system
is the system carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR). The CNR is the
ratio of the signal power to the noise power, and is equivalent
to the more commonly used signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when
the effects of fluctuations in received power due to target
variations and atmospheric turbulence are neglected.6 In a
heterodyne detection scheme, the usable portion of the return
signal (i.e., the portion of the return signal collected by the
receiver aperture that contributes to the IF signal) is that
portion of the received field that is of the same spatial and
temporal mode as the local-oscillator field.7 Increasing the
percentage of the power collected by the receiver aperture
that contributes to the IF signal power increases the system
CNR and therefore the ability of the receiver to detect weak
return signals. The performance of the ladar system can thus
be characterized by a system efficiency. The system effi-

Subject terms: optical remote sensing and image processing; ladar; lidar; hetero-
dyne; single-mode fibers; laser speckle.
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fected by scattering and absorption.4
To accurately determine target information (range, veloc-

ity, shape, etc.) at long range and through a turbulent at-
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HETERODYNE LADAR SYSTEM EFFICIENCY ENHANCEMENT

ciency is equivalent to the percentage of the received power
that contributes to the IF signal power and can ideally be
expressed as the product of the coupling efficiency (i.e., the
percentage of the signal collected by the receiver aperture
that is actually incident on the detector) and the mixing ef-
ficiency (i.e., the percentage of the received power incident
on the detector that mixes with the local oscillator and con-
tributes to the IF signal power). In actuality, the system ef-
ficiency will also include a factor representative of other
optical losses in the system, such as splice and connector
losses, as well as one that describes the efficiency of the
detection process.

Traditionally, the mixing of the local-oscillator and return
signal occurs in free space. This method of mixing results in
a system efficiency of 25% for the worst-case scenario of a
diffuse target in the far field and negligible truncation of
Gaussian local-oscillator and transmit signals.8'9 However,
for free-space mixing Rye and Frehlich have reported'° an
optimum system efficiency of 43.8%. This result was oh-
tamed by truncating the local-oscillator and transmit beams
so as to cause a higher spatial matching between the return
signal and local-oscillator fields on the detector. (Note that
the free-space system efficiency is equivalent to the mixing
efficiency, because it is assumed that all the power collected
by the receiver aperture is incident on the detector.) In real-
world applications, though, a ladar system must first be ro-
bust. That is, it should be impervious to misalignment due
to operator handling, environmental vibrations, etc. It should
also be easily assembled and disassembled. It is for these
reasons that many ladar systems currently employ single-
mode fiber mixers.

For a mixer incorporating single-mode fibers, only the
LP01 mode is allowed. This results in ideal spatial matching
between the received and local-oscillator fields on the de-
tector, and thus 100% mixing efficiency. The other factor,
however, that must be considered when dealing with a fiber
mixing arrangement is the efficiency with which the return
field is coupled into the allowed propagating mode of the
single-mode fiber. We expect the coupling of a diffuse return
(worst case) into the single propagating mode of the fiber to
be somewhat limited. That is, the diffuse return contains
many spatial frequencies, whereas the LP01 mode can be
characterized by a bandlimited set of spatial frequencies.
Thus only those spatial frequencies of the return that cor-
respond to those in the spatial-frequency spectrum ofthe LP01
mode will be coupled into the receiving fiber. Ideally the
system efficiency of the single-mode fiber mixer is equivalent
to this coupling efficiency. We have therefore focused our
efforts on determining an expression for the coupling effi-
ciency of a diffuse return from a purely speckle target into
the receiving leg of a monostatic, untruncated cw ladar sys-
tern. In the analysis that follows we assume no depolarization
of the diffuse return signal.

In Sec. 2, a standard form of the CNR applicable to any
coherent mixing geometry is developed. In Sec. 3 we describe
a general ladar system on which the subsequent theory is
based. In order to limit the scope of this article, only our
theoretical analysis will be presented here. An expression for
the field received from a purely speckle target located in the
far field and oriented normal to the ladar transmit-receive
axis is then developed in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 we then develop
an expression for the efficiency with which this field couples

to the return leg of the single-mode fiber mixer. Optimization
ofthe coupling efficiency is then discussed in Sec. 6, followed
by our conclusions in Sec. 7.

2 System Efficiency and the Shot-Noise Limited
CNR

The CNR can be used as a defining performance parameter
for a ladar system. The CNR for a coherent system is the
ratio of the IF electronic signal power to the IF electronic
noise power. We will write the CNR in a standard form
applicable to any coherent system and discuss what will be
referred to as the system efficiency. The system efficiency
will be shown to be dependent on the detection process and
how efficiently the power received from a target is utilized.

To determine a system CNR we must first determine an
expression for the IF electronic signal power. The first stage
of the detection process utilizes a photodetector, which re-
sponds to some incident radiation. For a coherent system the
photodetector responds to the sum of the local-oscillator and
return signal fields. The output current of the detector is then
equal to the product of the detector responsivity and the
intensity of the field distribution on the detector. After fil-
tering at the intermediate frequency, and assuming mono-
chromatic fields of the same spatial mode, we can represent
the ideal IF output current from the detector as

uIF(t) = 2sJ(PLoPRx)l/2 cos(2'rrvlFt)

while the IF signal power is

D _/2\_'S2p DIF\1IF/ LO RX

(1)

(2)

where LO the local oscillator power, RX is the return
power, is the responsivity of the detector, and VIF is the
intermediate frequency.

The IF electronic noise current is equal to the superposition
of the several noise sources inherent to the detection process.
The primary noise sources of concern are well documented
and are referred to as, for example, shot or quantum noise,
thermal or Johnson noise, and dark-current 3112 The
generation of these noise terms is a random process, and they
are therefore discussed in terms of the mean squared noise
current values, which are equivalent to noise powers assum-
ing a 1-f' load resistance. The total mean squared noise cur-
rent i is then given by

(i) =2q9lB(P0 + RX) +4kBTB
+ 2qBI

Rload
(3)

where, from left to right, the three terms on the right-hand
side represent shot, thermal, and dark-current noise, and
where q is the electron charge, B is the receiver bandwidth,
which we assume is matched to the signal bandwidth, kB is
Boltzman's constant, T is the temperature in Kelvins, 'd 5
the dark current produced by the detector, and Rload 5 the
load resistance. An amplifier with gain G is also usually
required to boost the IF signal power above the noise level
of the device being used to measure the signal. Thus the CNR
can be written as
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CNR =

2GSJ2PLOPRX

the mixer can ideally be made to contribute to the IF signal
power. Therefore, assuming all optical losses are minimal,

—- -- - -- ________________ the efficiency of the single-mode fiber mixer depends pri-
G(2q91BP0 + 2qJBP + 4kBTB/Rload + 2qBI) + 1'amp ' manly on the efficiency with which the power received from

(4)
the target couples to the single propagating mode ofthe fiber.
The remainder of this paper investigates this efficiency.

where Fam the noise power introduced by the amplifier.p . . 3 General Ladar System
lNext we rewnte tne LNR in a standard form, which can

be used to describe the efficiency of the detection process. Figure 1 is a diagram of an idealized monostatic cw ladar
Specifically, we can factor out the local-oscillator shot-noise system on which the theory of Sec. 4 is based. The ladar
component of Eq. (4) to obtain source emits a monochromatic, Gaussian beam, which passes

through an optical isolator used to prevent the source radia-
CNR = tion from reentering the laser. A portion of the beam is di-

I \ - 1 rected to the acousto-optic modulator (AOM) by an LO split-

( i + + 2kBT 'd 'amp ' ter. The LO splitter consists of a polarizing beamsplitter cube
qB RX LO LO 2qGBPLO)

'
(PBS) and a halfwave plate. Adjusting the halfwave plate

(5)
adjusts the polarization angle of the source beam and allows
variation of the local oscillator (LO) and transmit powers.

or After passing through the AOM, the LO beam is upshifted
in frequency by an amount equal to the intermediate fre-

CNR — —23-—P
quency VIF. This power is then coupled into the LU leg of

—

h'uB
RXldet ' (6) the waveguide mixer by lens Li. The portion of the power

not split off into the LU is expanded and collimated by the
where the responsivity of the detector has been written out lens combination L2 and L3 and transmitted to the target, at
explicitly (i.e., fl = qq/hii,where is the quantum efficiency a range L assumed to be in the far field. The clear aperture
of the photodetector, h is Planck' s constant, and is the of lens L3 defines the transmit-receive aperture and is located
optical frequency) and the bracketed terms of Eq. (5), which in the plane where the waist ofthe transmit beam is measured.
we will call the detection efficiency, are grouped into idet in In the process ofbeing expanded, the transmitbeam passes
Eq. (6). When the local oscillator power is adjusted so that through a transmit-receive switch consisting of an additional
the last four terms in the detection efficiency are negligible polarizing beamsplitter cube (PBS) and a quarterwave plate.
(i.e., 1ldet i), the detection process is referred to as shot- The linear output of the source is thus converted to circular
noise-limited and EQ. (6) is referred to as the shot-noise- polarization before it is transmitted to the target. After re-
limited CNR. Note that in the previous analysis only the most flecting off the target, the return energy remains primarily
common noise factors were included. Of course, there are circularly polarized, but with opposite handedness to the
several other potential noise terms that we have not included, transmitted beam. At the receiver aperture (diameter dR), a
but all would result in terms having the same general form portion of the energy reflected by the target is collected, after
as those bracketed in Eq. (5). That is, by adjusting the local- which it then passes back through the quarterwave plate and
oscillator power, ldet can always be made to be approximately becomes linearly polarized orthogonal to the source polari-
equal to one. zation. It is then directed towards the return leg of the wave-

Realistically, the return signal from the target will contain guide mixer by the polarizing beamsplitter cube and lenses
many spatial modes, due either to variations in the target or L3 and L4. (Note that we are assuming the target does not
to atmospheric turbulence. Therefore, even under the con- depolarize the incident beam. If it did, an additional loss term
dition of shot-noise-limited detection, there are still other would be included in the overall system efficiency, repre-
factors that affect the efficiency with which the total received senting the portion ofthe return that is lost to depolarization).
power is utilized in the detection process. Primarily these As for the optical waveguide mixer, although only one of the
factors are the coupling and mixing efficiencies mentioned
previously. Considering these efficiency factors now, the op- T tfR
timum (i e no optical loss after reception) shot noise limited Halfw

APC d
Lad Plate Purely Speckle

CNR can be expressed in standard form as Soue Pticl PBS L2 PBS
Plate Target

11 1 orjifjCNR= 'RX1mflc= 'RX1s 'sig ' (7) AOM 1
hvB hvB hvB

L1 L4 k L

where Tls is the overall system efficiency (i.e., the percentage
of the received power that contributes to the IF signal power), LO 'g Return Leg

'Tic 5 the coupling efficiency, lmS the mixing efficiency, and Output Leg

P is the optical power contributing to the IF return signal. nsitBe
sig I I Optical Waveguid M Ph t d t

Note that had we not assumed shot-noise-limited detection, Return Beam - and •

the detection efficiency 1ldet from Eq. (6) would have also em Axis — — — ) Electrontc Ftltertng

been included in the system efficiency.
To reiterate, though Eq. (7) is general, for the single-mode Fig. 1 The general ladar system on which the theory for the fiber

fiber mixer all of the power coupled into the receiver leg of mixer is based.
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two possible output legs of the assumed evanescent wave
coupler-mixer is shown, both outputs can in general be used
via a balanced mixing arrangement. We have shown one
output leg for simplicity only. For this system, then, the lim-
iting parameter of interest is the efficiency with which the
diffuse return couples into the return leg of the optical mixer.

4 Received Field
Before determining the coupling efficiency, we must first
determine an expression for the field received from the
speckle target that is focused onto the single-mode fiber end
face. For this analysis we assume a resolved, stationary
speckle target located in the far field, oriented normal to the
transmit-receive axis. We also assume the detection process
is LO shot-noise-limited. For the notation, an underscore
indicates a complex quantity, boldface indicates a vector
quantity, and a tilde indicates a random quantity.

To determine an expression for the received field, we
propagate the transmitted field UTX (referred to the trans-
mitter aperture) to the target, using the free-space Green's
function, and multiply by the target's complex reflection
coefficient T(p). We then back-propagate the resulting field
to the receiver aperture, using the same Green's function,
and then through the receiving optics to the focal plane. Note
that the return fiber is assumed to be located in the focal plane
of the receiver optics and centered for maximum coupling.
This will thus give us the field on the end face of the fiber,
Uf(Pf), in terms of the target and system characteristics.

Assuming receiver optics focal lengths on the order of
tens of centimeters and waveguide core diameters on the order
of a few wavelengths, the received field, after neglecting
terms that are insignificant in the far field, can be written as

= (jXfXXL)2IL WR(pR)
exp(

XJJdt T(p) exP(Pt.PR)
At

JJ UTX(p) exp(
Ar

jk—
JPf PR

where X, f and L are the source wavelength, receiver optics
focal length, and target range, respectively, and k =2ii/X is
the free-space wave number. The two-dimensional spatial
variables PR' P' and p represent the receiver, target, and
transmit aperture planes, respectively, and pf is the two-
dimensional spatial variable representing the focal plane of
the receiver optics. Furthermore, WR is the receiver aperture
function, and A and AT are the target and transmit aperture
areas, respectively. Equation (8) is now seen to be a sequence
of Fourier transform integrals. Reading Eq. (8) from right to
left, we see that the transmitted beam is first Fourier-
transformed to the far field, where it is then multiplied by
the complex reflection coefficient of the target and Fourier-
transformed back to the receiver aperture. In this plane the
field is truncated (multiplied) by the receiver aperture func-
tion, after which it is finally Fourier-transformed to the focal
plane of the coupling optics.

The expression for the field at the focal plane of the cou-
pling optics, as given in Eq. (8), is written in a very appealing
form, but with some rearranging can be written more com-
pactly. Thus we obtain

1
4(Pf) = 21.1 dp(jXf)(XL) At

XJfdp UTX(p)

fPf p'\lXJJ dp WR(pR)
exp[

—j 2PR —

(9)

Now, making the assumption of negligible truncation of the
transmitted beam at the transmitting aperture, the limits on
the p integral can be extended to the entire plane and Eq. (9)
can be written in terms of Fourier transform as

=

(1
(jXf)(XL)2IIAt T(Pt) TX()1R\J

(10)

where TX S the Fourier transform of the transmit beam and
°WR 5 the Fourier transform of the receiver aperture function.
Equation (10) represents in essence the image of the target
in the focal plane of the lens, with illumination given by the
far-field pattern of the transmitted beam, and with the image
blurred by the diffraction introduced by the Fourier transform
of the receiver aperture.

5 Single-Mode Fiber Coupling Efficiency
A single-mode fiber will only support the propagation of the
LP01 mode. For a single-mode fiber mixing scheme, the LO
and the received optical fields propagating in their respective
legs of the fiber mixer will thus be identical. We normalize

(8) this field pattern to unit power and designate it as Uol(pf).
Summing the fields on the photodetector and taking the
squared magnitude, the positive-frequency IF signal portion
of the photodetector output is, in phasor notation,

t) =
qi ( C— I I dPf [PU1(Pf)] [PU01(p1) exp(j2rrv1)]hiP' j Ad

(11)

where sig S the received optical power coupled into and
propagating in the fiber, and Ad is the detector area, assumed
to be much larger than the field extent. Notice also that be-
cause of the diffuse nature of the target, 1sig and y 0) are
random variables.

Now, because U01 is assumed to be normalized to unit
power, the positive-frequency IF signal current out of the
detector can be written as

OPTICAL ENGINEERING I November 1995 /VoI. 34 No. 1 1 I 3125
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- qTl
y(t) = exp(j2'rrvlFt) . (12)hv

Note that if the target reflectivity is constant over the area of
the target, Eq. ( 1 8) will be independent of the 2-D spatial

The expected time-average IF signal power IF 5 thus
coordinate . We make this assumption in the analysis that
follows. Thus, using Eqs. (16) and (17), the expected power

2

IF (E[ f(t) I 2) = PL0E[Psigl (13)
\hV/

where the E[ I indicates the statistical expectation of the
quantity in brackets and ( ) indicates time averaging. Divid-

coupled into the single-mode fiber can, after some manipu-
lation, be written as

T0 p\\
TX(

2

E[PSl1f2()4Jf )
ing the IF signal power by the expected LO shot-noise power
(qflBP0), the average CNR for the single-mode fiber mixer
is, in standard form, pR)

I
JJdR WR(PR)l ( — -. exp(j2rrpR

.X

CNRs.M.fiberE[sigJ . (14)
P;?\

XJJd W(pL01 ( — exp(_i
Note that because we are using the phasor notation here, we (19)

are in actuality only looking at half the IF signal power, thus
requiring the LO shot-noise term of Eq. (3) to be reduced by
half. Ideally, all of the received power coupled into the fiber
contributes to the expected time-average IF signal power. It
now only remains to compute the power coupled to the fiber
E [Psigl in terms of the average power collected by the receiver

where PR and g are both dummy spatial variables in the
receiver aperture plane and 6tt is the Fourier transform of
the fundamental fiber mode field. In order to simplify the
integration required of Eq. (19) we now make the following
change of variables15'16:

aperture.
The power coupled into the fundamental fiber mode can

be approximated'3 by using an overlap integral of the field
focused on the end face of the fiber, Uf(Pf), and the complex
conjugate of the normalized LP01 modal field, U1(f):

1? + IRPo 2
and —

= JfdRJJdP=
fJdioJJdp

. (20)

'sig' IfJdPf
U(gf)U1(f) 2 (15)

Substituting U(Pf) from Eq. (10) into Eq. (15) and rearrang-
ing terms then yields

Equation (19) can now be written as

2
T0 I1dz fPt\I I'

E[Psig]24j J tTx(yj) 5 Lp/XL

sig (jXf)(XL)2JJAt T(P)LTX() x fJdo WR(O

XJJdpf UOl(f)R( . (16)

2
Pf

Pt)f )1 zp\xtt

We can now determine the expected power coupled into the
single-mode fiber by taking the expectation of Eq. (16).

1' 1L11\x 01
(21)

In finding the expected value of Eq. (16) we use the fol-
lowing statistical relationships for a purely speckle target6:

where { } indicates the Fourier transform operation, and
the integral over the target plane has been absorbed into

E[T(p )1 =0 ,
[I°lLTx2I. This is now as far as the analysis can go without
giving the field and aperture functions specific forms.

E [T(p i)T(Pr2)J =0 ,
The field inside the fiber is that of the LP01 mode of a

circularly symmetric step-index dielectric waveguide.
Strictly speaking, the field distribution of this mode is pro-

E[T(p 1)r(P2)1 = X2T0(p1)( 1 Pt2) (17) portional to J0(p), the zero-order Bessel function of the first
kind, in the fiber core, and proportional to K0(p), the zero-

where E[ I indicates the statistical expectation, or ensemble
average, of the quantity in brackets. Also in Eq. ( 17),
T0(p ) is the average bidirectional reflectance per steradian,
related to the diffuse reflectivity T(p) (a spatially dependent
unitless number, ranging from 0 to 1) by'4

order modified Bessel function of the second kind, in the
fiber cladding. Marcuse has shown, however, that a Gaussian
function can very accurately approximate the LP01 field dis-

Therefore, the normalized single-mode field dis-
tribution will be taken approximately to be

. (18)
IT (

2

)1/2 (
PfI\Uo,(f) —i exp —---—i-) (22)

ITO) (U/
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fore nonzero only when and where the two circ functions
overlap. For instance, for zp>1 the two circ functions will
not overlap at all and the entire equation is identically equal
to zero. Figure 2 depicts a graph of circ (Po + Y2p) and circ

(23) (Po Y2 zip) in the Po plane for an arbitrary Lip. Notice that
the area of overlap will always be centered at the origin of
the plane and that the area of overlap is dependent only
on and not on the location of zp in the Po plane. Fur-
thermore, since the Gaussian function in Po is circularly sym-
metric, the inner integral of Eq. (26), over the Po plane, will
also be independent of the angle of zp.

Since the inner integral of Eq. (26) does not depend on
the direction of zip, it is convenient to choose /.palong either
thex or they axis in order to perform the integration. Choosing

(24) zp along the y axis and integrating yields

dR
1

1

E[PSIgI2ToPTx(7) \/ fdu exp[ —(R2+ a2)u]

a(1 _u)"2

X J exp( — x2) erf[(a2 —x2)'/2 — aVI dx,
(25)

(29)

where u is simply a dummy integration variable, and erf
denotes the error Finally, dividing the expected
power propagating in the fiber by the expected power E[II
collected by the receiver aperture results in an expression for
the coupling efficiency for the single-mode fiber mixer. Spe-
cifically, the average expected power collected by the receiver
aperture can be written as

AR T7Id
E[PRxI=PTxTo—-=PTx———— , (30)L IT4L
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where Marcuse has also shown that the optimum choice for
the parameter (i) is given empirically by the equation'7

I 1.619 2.879

where r is the fiber core radius, Vis the normalized frequency
ofthe fiber [i.e., V—2rrr (n —n) /'2/X= 2'rrrNA/X], n1 and
"p2 are the core and cladding indices of refraction, respec-
tively, and NA is the numerical aperture of the fiber.

Next, we define the aperture function WR as having a
circular shape with diameter dR; that is,

. (p\ji, IpkdR/2,WR(p) =
c1rc—)='10 pI>dR/2,

and let the transmitted field UTX(p), normalized to the trans-
mitted power 'TX' be a Gaussian function of the form

(2PTx\''2 ( 2
UTX(p)= I I exp —\'Wo/ \ -o
where again p is a 2-D coordinate representing the transmit
plane, and w is the lie2 beam waist of the transmit beam.
After substituting Eqs. (22), (24), and (25) into Eq. (21),
rearranging terms, and scaling all spatial variables by dR, we
find

E[ig14TO
d

•

a2JJdzp exp[
_

(R2+ a2)k1i2]

XJJd0 exp(—4a2p0I2) circ(o+ )

Xcirc(o_ ,
(26)

where R =dR/oo is referred to as the system truncation ratio,
0) i5 defined in Eq. (23), and the parameter a is defined as

1 'rrwdRa—— . (27)

This is a useful parameter because it appears repeatedly in
the expression for E[Psjgl and is related to either the system
optics f number (fl#) or numerical aperture (for
small numerical apertures), in that

=
dR 2 (28)

As we see in the following section, these quantities can be
used to determine the relationship between the coupling ef-
ficiency and the numerical apertures of the coupling optics
and the single-mode fiber mixer.

Notice now that the two exponentials in Eq. (26) are Gaus-
sian functions centered at the origins of the Po and Lp planes.
The circ functions, however, are unit-diameter circles cen-
tered at Y2 Lp in the Po plane, and the Po integral is there-

where AR is the area of the receiver aperture and AR/L2 is

[_planJ

y

x

circ( +p/2)

Fig. 2 Circ-function overlap: The relationship between the two circ
functions of Eq. (26) for an arbitrary displacement p in the Po plane.
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the solid angle subtended by the receiver aperture at the target.
The expression for the coupling efficiency thus becomes

E[P1] 8 1' 1 fi
f1c= _ g du expi —I —R2+a2 Ju

E[PRXI VJo L \2 /
a(1 _u)"2

x exp( —x2) erf[(a2 _x2)'2 a\/] dx

(31)

Notice that for very distant targets the coupling efficiency, so
expressed, is independent of the target range and for a given
a value depends solely on the truncation ratio R =dR/wo.

6 Optimizing the Coupling Efficiency
Figure 3 is a plot of coupling efficiency as a function of a
for four R values: 4 (i.e., negligible truncation of the transmit
beam'9), 6, 8, and 10. Notice that the optimum coupling
efficiency of 30.6% occurs at an a value of 1 .84 when R =4.
From Fig. 3 we also notice that as the truncation ratio in-
creases, the coupling efficiency decreases. Qualitatively, the
reason for this is easy to understand when one considers a
constant transmit-receive aperture diameter and a decreasing
transmit-beam waist. Namely, as the transmit-beam waist
decreases, the beam pattern in the far field increases in size,
thereby causing higher spatial frequencies at the receiver,
which are less likely to couple into the single-mode fiber.
Similarly, we expect systems that operate with truncation
ratios less than 4 to experience lower coupling efficiencies
due to increased diffraction of the transmitted beam.

Notice that for each R value, the coupling efficiency is
maximum for a values approximately equal to 2. We can
thus determine the relationship between the f number (focal
length divided by clear aperture diameter) of the receiver
coupling optics and the numerical aperture of the single-mode
fiber for optimum coupling. Recall that the parameter a is
given by

1 iiwd

where w is the optimum mode field diameter as a function
of V given by Eq. (23), dR is the receiver aperture diameter,
andf is the focal length of the coupling optics. From Eq. (23)
we can also express the ratio u/X as

r g0(V)g0(V) = V

Fig. 3 Single-mode fiber diffuse return coupling efficiency versus a
for four values of R= dR/wO: 4, 6, 8, and 10.

where Ca 5 referred to as the a-parameter constant. Notice
that Ca depends solely on V; for single-mode fibers (i.e.,
1.5V2.4) it can be shown to vary from approximately
1 .79 to 1 .89. From Fig. 3 we also see that optimum coupling
for each truncation ratio occurs for a values approximately
in the range 1.85 to 2.05. According to Fig. 3, the optimum
coupling efficiency of 30.6% occurs for R =4 at an a value
of 1 .84. thus for single-mode fibers operating at approxi-
mately V= 2.3, optimum coupling occurs when the numerical
apertures of the fiber and the coupling optics are matched.
This is precisely the result we would have expected from a
geometrical-optics point of view, thus validating our pre-
ceding analysis. Lastly, we would like to mention that through
a more rigorous and numerically complex treatment incor-
porating the actual LP01 modal solution for a weakly guiding
single-mode optical fiber, we have determined an optimum
coupling efficiency of 30.0% for R =4, V= 2.4, and matched
numerical apertures.

7 Summary
Real-world ladar systems commonly incorporate single-
mode fiber mixers because of the robustness they introduce

(32) into the ladar systems. The performance of such a system,
however, depends on how efficiently the received power cou-
ples into the fiber mixer. This paper has attempted to quantify
this coupling efficiency for a system incorporating a single-
mode fiber mixer while assuming a purely speckle target
located in the far field.

We have shown that the coupling efficiency is maximized
when the numerical aperture of the coupling optics is ap-

(33) proximately matched to the numerical aperture of the single-
mode fiber. We have also shown that the coupling efficiency
is inversely related to the ladar-system truncation ratio. For
a ladar system operating with negligible truncation of the
transmit beam, the expected coupling efficiency is approxi-

(34) mately 30%. Thus by simply replacing a free-space mixing
arrangement with a single-mode fiber mixing arrangement in
an untruncated system (i.e., R =4), the system efficiency in-
creases from 25% to 30%. Also, for a ladar system that is
not operating with matched numerical apertures, the relations

(35) developed in Sec. 6 can be used for a particular truncation
ratio to give a better prediction of the system performance.
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=

0 2 4 6 8 10

Substituting Eq. (33) into Eq. (32) yields

1 ________— Vg0(
NAfiber

— 1 Vg0(V)
a —

2VNAfiber (f/#)

or

—a — a
NAfiber
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